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Howdy!
I appear today in a pro bono presentation on behalf of:
The Natural Hazard Mitigation Association &
The ASFPM No Adverse Impact Committee
This is not and cannot be legal advice; nor does this
presentation necessarily represent the views of anyone
other than Ed Thomas

This presentation based on general principles of law,
engineering, policy and emergency management.
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Thanks
 Many thanks to so many fellow members of the

Georgia Association of Floodplain Management,
especially Terri Turner, Tom McDonald, Sean
Roche and Nathan Shields who conceived of this
webcast
 Thanks to Michael Baker for the use of its webcast
facilities
 Special Thanks and Hello to my fellow ASFPM &
NHMA members who were invited to join this webcast
due to the leadership of Sean Roche
 Additional Special Thanks to Dr. Kelly Klima from
the Center for Clean Air Policy for some super ideas
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First Some Words From Our Sponsor
What is NHMA?

NHMA WAS CREATED IN 2008
TO BRING TOGETHER THE VARIOUS
INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WORKING IN THE FIELD OF
HAZARD MITIGATION.
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NHMA Membership Includes
 People wanting to make a difference and work
towards reducing losses from a broad range of
natural disasters
 Engineers, planners, floodplain mangers,
government officials, community activists,
academics, practitioners, students, etc.

 People involved in building resilient organizations
and communities
 Personally, I regard NHMA as the all-hazards

sister of ASFPM
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Part I
 Introduction
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Fundamental Principle:
Hazard Mitigation Is Plain Common Sense
 "Disaster risk reduction is not a luxury. It's an essential

insurance policy for a more disaster-prone world, and
one of the smartest, most cost-effective investments we
can make in our common future. The benefits of this
investment will be calculated not only in dollars saved,
but most importantly, in saved lives."
 Jan Egeland, Former U.N. Under-Secretary General for
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief
Coordinator
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Fundamental Thought
 A Question for the Group:

What is the Best Form of Disaster Relief?
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This Webcast is not...
 Any sort of comprehensive attempt to demonstrate

how to do climate change adaptation or hazard
mitigation for current or future natural hazards on this
planet
 We have done such presentations in the past;
 I have recently viewed an extraordinary pdf of a

fantastic presentation by noted Architect Don Watson
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Some of You Were Present
for this Presentation:

NAI Total Water Resources Management

Georgia Association of Floodplain Management Metro
Atlanta Region Education and Technical Training
Conference- "Tools for Success“
Ed Thomas, Turgay Dabak, Stephen King and Sean Roche
September 17, 2009

NAI Total Water Resources
Management
ASFPM 2009 Annual Conference
Edward A. Thomas Esq.Fernando Pasquel, Baker
Panel Discussion: Jon Kusler, PhD, JD; Bill DeGroot, PE, Denver UDFCD

Others of you were at ASFPM for this
presentation:

June 8, 2009

Exceptional Presentation Based On An
Extraordinary Book:

DESIGN FOR FLOODING & resilience to climate
change
Donald Watson, FAIA
Located at
http://www.vitanuova.net/resources/journal/VN_Webnar_02-25-11.pdf
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This Webcast is also not...

 The usual Ed Thomas Legal Aspects of Hazard

Mitigation and Floodplain Management Lecture in
which so many of you have participated
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NAI Legal Issues

Georgia Association of Floodplain Management
Lake Lanier Lodge, Georgia
March 24, 2010

Edward A. Thomas, Esq.
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University of Hawaii
Department of Urban & Regional Planning
Disaster Management Program
A Whole Community Approach for Truly
Comprehensive Planning :
Using the Principles of Emergency Management to
Plan and Promote a Safe, Sustainable and Fair
Future
February 13, 2012
Edward A. Thomas Esq.
President
Natural Hazard Mitigation Association
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Briefing for General Wong and Staff
Foreseeable Natural Hazards: Risks,
Opportunities and Liability:
Using the Principles of Emergency Management to
Plan and Promote a Safe, Sustainable and Fair Future
February 13, 2012
Edward A. Thomas Esq.
President
Natural Hazard Mitigation Association
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Natural Hazard Mitigation Association
www.nhma.info

Hawai’i Water Law
Climate Change Panel
Introduction
January 11, 2012
Edward A. Thomas, Esq.
edwathomas@aol.com
617-515-3849
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This Webcast is...

 An attempt to bring common sense and

the principles of Emergency
Management to a very difficult,
complicated and highly politically
charged discussion of Climate Change
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Key Themes
 We need to think broadly to solve our serious problems-

including sea level rise and climate variability, uncertainty or,
dare I say, climate change
 We must stop making things worse
 We need to work with many persons and groups to solve our

serious disaster, water resources, and other related issues
 Right now we have a system which rewards dangerous

behavior
 Yet, some places like Tulsa, Oklahoma, the Metropolitan

Denver area, and other locations are heroically overcoming
obstacles and reducing losses
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Why Is The Discussion of Climate Change
So Difficult? Answer A: Confusing Facts
 Many respected scientists disagree about whether any set of

storms or other weather related phenomenon are related to
climate change
 See, e.g., an article in the New York Times yesterday
Study Finds More of Earth Is Hotter and Says Global
Warming Is at Work
“...a researcher with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration who
studies the causes of weather extremes, said he (has)...general concern about
global warming. But (believes the study exaggerates) the connection between
global warming and specific weather extremes.”
Available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/07/science/earth/extreme-heat-is-covering-more-of-the-earth-astudy-says.html?ref=science
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Why Is The Discussion of Climate Change
So Difficult?
Answer B: Fervent Belief Climate Change
is Hooey Or A Plot
 Some folks sincerely and most definitely believe that

they know exactly what “Climate Change is”
 They think that it is a vast left wing conspiracy,
involving the government seizure of private property
and an attempt through the United Nations to destroy
America’s private enterprise system and eventually
destroy the United States
 Many of these folks have the power to make or
influence community development decisions
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Social Science Suggests We Start To Solve
Problems With Facts
Fact A: Does Nature Cause Disasters?
 Some Folks Say: Global Warming Sea Level RiseCauses Harm: Mother Nature is at Fault
 Are Natural Disasters “Natural”?
 Dr. Gilbert White Stated What I Believe to be Correct:
“Floods are Acts of Nature; But Flood Losses Are Largely Acts
of Man”
22
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The Enemy Is Us!
Should we blame Mother
Nature or some other
“force” for our devastating
flood losses?
Or perhaps can the blame be put
on human engineering,
architectural and construction
building improperly in areas
where natural processes like
tsunamis, tornadoes, floods,
hurricanes, wildfires will
foreseeable take place.
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Fact B
Who Is Responsible for the Safety and Security of:
 Your family?

 Your home?
 Your community?
 Your business?
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Fact C:
Trends in Damages Following
Natural Events:
 Wind, Flood, Earthquake, Wildfire losses
are increasing quite dramatically

 Demographic trends indicate great future
challenges
 More challenges from sea level rise
 Even more challenges likely from climate
change, variability, uncertainty
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Trends in Flood Damages
 $6 billion annually

Average Annual Flood Damages

 Four-fold increase

from early 1900s
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1910s
1920s

 Per capita damages

increased by more
than a factor of 2.5 in
the previous century
in real dollar terms
 And then there were

Katrina, Rita, Wilma

1930s
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$2.2
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$2.9
$2.4
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$3.4
$2.2
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$4.9
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$3.3
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$5.6

2000s

$10.0
Billions (adjusted to 1999 dollars)

Source: Association of State Floodplain Managers
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Flood and Wind Disasters Have Been
Increasing For Decades

Courtesy of Dr. Roger Pielke Jr.

Source: Munich Re
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Disaster Damages Will Continue To
Increase Due To Past Development
Practices
 Even if climate stopped changing, we will have

millions of people at risk
 Dr. Roger Pielke superimposed models of
storms which actually took place on today's land
use and occupancy
 The results are downright scary

US Damage If Every Hurricane Season Occurred in 2005

Courtesy of Dr. Roger Pielke Jr
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USA: Coastal Development

Miami Beach 2006

Miami Beach 1926

Wendler Collection

Joel Gratz © 2006
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Flood Risk = P (Probability of flood) X
Consequences)

Courtesy of Pete Rabbon USACE
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USACE Slide courtesy of Pete
Rabbon
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All Shareholders Can Also Contribute to Increased Risk!

RISK

Initial Risk

No Warning/Evacuation
Plan
Upstream Development
Increases Flows
Lack of Awareness of Flood Hazard-Lack of
Flood, Business Interruption, DIC
Insurance
Critical Facilities Not
Protected From Flooding

Increased Development
Infrastructure Not Properly
Designed/Maintained

Vastly Increased
Residual Risk
RISK Increase Factors
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What is a Disaster?
 Loss of a job?
 Loss of one’s home?

 Loss of a community

facility?
 Widespread loss of
power?
 Earthquake-Flood-Fire?

What is a Disaster?
 It’s All a Matter of Perspective

 Victim or disaster survivors
 Business and industry

 Local Community
 State
 National Government

What is a Catastrophic Disaster?
 Lots of definitions developed based on size
 In my opinion (not a fact, an opinion) those definitions

do not work well in the real world
 I have worked in situations involving a small situation
which was a “catastrophe” and in huge situations
which were not considered catastrophic
 If government or voluntary agencies or
business/industry are functional we do not seem to
have a “catastrophe” from the perspective of the
survivors and press

Overseas
Disasters

In areas where business and
industry, government, voluntary
agencies, and society is already
fragile we are generally going to
be in a catastrophic type
37
situation.

Note on Catastrophes and Resiliency
On the previous slide I note that:
In areas where business and industry, government, voluntary agencies, and
society is already fragile we are generally going to be in a catastrophic type
situation.

Is the United States as economically strong as it was
in: 1950? 1960? 1970? 1980?1990? 2000? 2005?
How about the economy in the rest of the World?
Might we be headed towards a truly catastrophic disaster
from which even the US economy will have a very hard time
recovering?
What are the planning implications?
What are the societal implications?
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Must an Event be a “Disaster”?
 Preparedness Planning
 A Community a Business or an Industry



Insurance
Disaster Continuity Plan

 Individual Planning
 Insurance
 Disaster Kit/Plan

 One’s Community
 Disaster resistant building codes/zoning
 Pre-Disaster Mitigation Planning
 Post-Disaster Mitigation Planning
 Pre-Planned Mutual Assistance compacts
 Disaster Contingency Planning
 Planning to Manage Volunteers

How Does One Handle A “Disaster”?
 Design and Plan to have natural events not be a disaster for the

business, its employees, the community, its critical suppliers and
customers

 Plan to be resilient, if you have a disaster-think “Black Swan Event”





Employees
Suppliers
Customers
Key Personnel

 Self-Help
 Insurance
 Business Community
 Shared resources
 Coordination with Local Charities and Voluntary Agencies
 Coordination with Government Programs

Some of the Many Organizations Working to
Solve These Problems
 US Chamber of Commerce
 United Way
 Institute for Business and Home Safety









“ Open For Business®”

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Multiple NOAA Organizations
Red Cross
US Coast Guard
Disaster Resistant Business Council: Tulsa, Oklahoma
Several Organizations in Hawai’i

Typical Flaws in Community and Business
Continuity Plans
 Failure to consider safety of home and families of

employees-leads to role conflict for employees and
inefficiencies
 Failure to consider effects of a disaster on upstream
suppliers and downstream customers
 Failure to realize that the very survival of a
community, a business and or its management may
depend on preparing for and responding to a crisis

Must Sustainability Or “Smart-Growth” Have A
Foundation in Hazard Mitigation?
 The Spring 2007 Edition of The Urban Lawyer contains an






article which summarizes the views of 16 of the leading gurus of
the “Smart Growth” Movement
A total of 135 separate principles
None refer to hazards specifically
A very few refer to protecting natural resources
Gabor Zovanyi is the author; Article is “The Role of Smart
Growth Legislation in Advancing the Tenets of Smart Growth”
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But There Is Hope!
 New and Exciting APA and ABA Awareness and Initiatives
 Improved FEMA Flood Mapping Program-Risk MAP
 The Formation of the National Hazard Mitigation







Collaborative Alliance
Formation of the Natural Hazard Mitigation Association
USACE Silver Jackets Program
Numerous Organizations in the United States and
throughout the world are working on sustainability, climate
adaptation & disaster preparedness
Recent excellent and even inspirational publications and
presentations
Media Catching on to some of the reasons disasters are
44
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Exceptional
Book
Available on Amazon

A must read, must have
for your library, if you
care about floods, or
climate variability

CNN Discussion of the 2010 Atlanta
Flooding:
“The Concrete Jungle”
“Before the storm stalled over Atlanta, the metro area had
been in a prolonged drought.
Jeras, the CNN meteorologist, said the urbanization of
Atlanta and its suburban sprawl also contributed to the
floods.
Instead of hitting soil, much of the rainwater ran straight into
concrete, where it runs very fast and can overwhelm rivers
and drainage systems.
"There used to be a lot more earth and soil to help absorb
this stuff," she said. "But the rain really fell on the concrete
jungle.”
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Participation in Hazards Reduction by
Non-Hazard Mitigation Centered
Groups: Another Example of Progress!
 “We have iconic symbols for GHG reduction: windmills, cyclists, curly light bulbs. However, when
we talk about adaptation, we typically show disaster photos. Presenting problems without
solutions can lead to despair. So, what does climate resilience look like?”

The “What does climate resilience look like?” Center for Clean Air Policy (CCAP) blog highlights
adaptation images from around the world. Some of these examples require large scale effort by
the government, while others can be employed by individual homeowners based on their risk
tolerance levels.
Have an example of adaptation they can highlight? Please send them a photo. Remember to
include the Who What Where: Who took the photo? What is the adaptation technique? Where
is the adaptation technique located?

Steve Winkelman
Dr. Kelly Klima
CCAP's new program and blog:
 http://www.ccap.org/index.php?component=programs&id=52
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The American Planning Association Is Now
Turning Increased Attention To Hazards!
 Paul Farmer, Executive Director of APA

June 2009:
“Where one builds is just as important as what one builds
and how one builds....and it's time now for planners to
boldly take the lead in community and professional
debates on their interrelationships. They should point out
that good buildings simply should not be built in bad
locations — something that those enamored of
environmental rating systems for individual structures
would do well to remember.”
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New American Planning Association
Publication
 “APA's Hazards Planning Research Center (has

prepared) a FEMA-funded best practice materials
showing how hazard-mitigation and adaptation plans
can be integrated into comprehensive planning efforts
at all scales — from the neighborhood to the region.”
 This Document Is Available from APA

 Excellent in My Opinion
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New APA Publication Edited by Jim Schwab

Hazard Mitigation: Integrating Best Practices into
Planning, edited by James Schwab, AICP
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American Bar Association
Summary of ABA Resolution 107 E:
“The following recommendations of the Financial Services Round
Table Blue Ribbon Commission on Megacatastrophes are highly
desirable loss mitigation suggestions:
> State of the art building codes
> Cost-effective retrofitting
> Land use policies that discourage construction posing high
risk to personal safety or property loss.
> Property tax credits to encourage retrofitting
These and related elements of loss mitigation are designed to
ultimately bring to market affordable insurance policies
with broadened coverages.”
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American Bar Association Resolution 114;
Adopted by the ABA House of Delegates;
February 2011
The American Bar Association has subscribed to the White
Paper on Hazard Mitigation prepared by the National
Emergency Management Association (NEMA) under contract to
FEMA
In Resolution 114 ABA voted to:
a)Support hazard mitigation through disaster planning;
b) Recognize the role of state and local government;
c) Give due regard to property rights
d) Legal issues
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Part II
How Can We Proceed?
 Ignoring the confusion surrounding Climate Change or

fervently held beliefs about the topic is not going to work
 We need principled negotiation and outreach to others
 We need to deliver our message about Safe& Sustainable

Development or NAI to other folks, who may not share our
beliefs, or even have any sort of affinity with or liking for us
in:
 A) their lingo
 B) about their concerns, passions, beliefs, fears, and vision
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This Part Expands Upon the Negotiations
Training Many Of You Have Attended

 FYI, The next Ed Thomas & David Mallory

Negotiations Session, is scheduled for delivery at a
special State-wide Workshop in Utah next September
13 or 14 in Salt Lake City.
 We negotiate based on principles
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Understand Your Goals
Be Prepared & Knowledgeable
 Knowing your audience is part of the preparation for

discussion
 But one needs to understand floodplain
management and hazard mitigation so as to convey
the message of Safe & Sustainable Development
a/k/a NAI to others outside our family
 Some discussion pointers to help understand our
goals follow

The Principle I Propose Using Is The
Fundamental Principal of Emergency
Management:
 Hope for the Best…

 Plan for the Worst.
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How To Use Emergency Management
Principles To Address The Growing Toll Of
Disasters?
 Recognize that what we have done to prepare society for

disasters is not working, sufficiently well
 Build Bridges-Links
 We need friends and allies, many of whom have very little
knowledge of, or strong positive feelings about hazard
mitigation, floodplain management
 Many folks who we need to reach do not like: government,
civil servants, bureaucrats, and a whole lot more
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We Need to Reach Folks Who Normally Do
Not Like Or Agree With Us
 Our message of safety and disaster reduction must be

prepared for delivery to many audiences
 We need to know and understand what they care

about, so we can develop a message of safety they will
care about
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So, How Do You Know An Audience?
 Discussion
 Talk
 Listen
 Learn

 Show you care about what concerns them, so they

care about you and your message
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Messaging
 Many of the folks I have met who most
fervently believe Climate Change is hooey or a

plot have other beliefs too
 Most fervently believe in God, the United
States and helping one’s neighbor, and the
need to love and protect land
 Believe in reducing the role of government in
our lives
 How do we get a harm prevention message
across to them?
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Faith Based Messaging
 Stewardship of the Earth

 Do unto others...
 Reduce the cost of disasters to our society, save

taxpayer dollars
 Protect the land for future generations
 Avoid litigation
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Messages To Environmentalists
 Safe & Sustainable Development protects water

quality, ground water, wetlands, and our naturally
beneficial values of society
 Safe & Sustainable Development helps keep stuff out

of waterways protecting endangered species
 Avoid litigation
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Message To Folks Who Fervently Believe
In The Need For Carbon Emission
Reductions As “Hazard Mitigation”
 Until we reverse the Changes in Climate induced by human

emissions we need to adapt to climate changes and sea level
rise
 Safe & Sustainable Development or NAI can help us with this
adaptation implementation
 Economic pressures and externalization of costs/benefits
may drive development into areas where a scientist might
wish it were not located
 Banning construction in areas which may be subject to
climate change and sea level rise in the future has legal &
economic issues; safe construction to higher standards is less
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likely to be successfully challenged

A Possible Message For Someone
Who Cares About Her Community’s
Economy
 First please consider how devastating a Natural Event such as

a wildfire, Hurricane, wildfire, earthquake, cascading
disaster like flood following wildfire can and unfortunately
will be to your community
 Secondly, consider the growing vulnerability of our society,
the economy, the people; the reality that we are not now
preparing properly for historic levels of disaster, to say
nothing of dealing with the uncertainties of future
projections, climate variability, or climate change
 Then lets stop making things worse; and start the long
difficult road to a safe sustainable future not by preventing
development by by ensuring safe development

A Possible Message For Someone Who
Especially Cares About The Economy
Among of the most clear lessons of the horrific aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina, the recent wildfires, tsunamis, and the
cascading post tsunami further disasters:
 There Is no possibility of a sustainable economy without safe

housing and safe locations for business and industry to occupy
 We need housing for employees to have businesses and industry –
to have an economy at all
 In some locations like Alaska, the Caribbean, Hawai’i, and remote
locations, fully operational Port Operations are especially critical
for the economy and life itself.
 Business and Industry must be part of a “Whole Community”
solution
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The Crisis Need Not Be A Disaster:
Rather it can be an Opportunity
 Concerned About Wildfire? Relate the discussion to

climate change or variability & implications for disasters
 Wildfire can totally change the H&H of the afflicted

portions of a watershed, potentially for many years. Discuss
implications for floods, water quality, economic
implications etc.
 Any crisis is a terrible thing to waste if we can

lead the discussion around to providing a
message of safe development, delivered
focused on what the audience care's about
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The Crisis Need Not Be A Disaster:
Rather it can be a Discussion About
Some Recent Topic
 Concerned about unusual, or record drought conditions?

Discuss fact that droughts often lead to floods on parched
soil
 Any crisis, or other teachable moment, is a terrible thing to
waste if we can lead the discussion around to providing a
message of safe development
 First one needs to determine what the audience the audience
really needs, wants, desires, fears, loves.
 Know your audience!

For Discussion With Some Of Our
Conservative Friends:
Hurricane Damage and Global Warming
How Bad Could It Get and What Can We Do About It Today? A Report By: Daniel
Sutter for The Competitive Enterprise Institute:

 “Current public policies encourage risky and inefficient

coastal development by shifting the cost of hurricane damage
to third parties.”
 “…while insurance reform and building code enforcement are
not normally considered as polices to address potential
adverse effects from global warming, they should be.”
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Discussion Thoughts for Engineers
 The first Fundamental Canon of the American Society of

Civil Engineer's (ASCE) Code of Ethics states that:
“Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health, and
welfare of the public….”
“This canon must be the guiding principle for rebuilding
the hurricane protection system in New Orleans.
And it must be applied with equal rigor to every aspect of
an engineer’s work – in New Orleans, in America, and
throughout the world.”
 We at NHMA Say: Current Building and Development
Practices are the Antithesis of Safety- so do your job!
 Design for Safety
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Discussion With Those Who Deeply
Care About Disaster Victims/Survivors
Our Principles help reduce the toll of misery endured
by those who are least able to afford recovery

These principles place the burden of development and
redevelopment on those who make the profits and
benefit from the development

MORE???
 I wish we had hours, in the sort of Workshop we

used to do at GAFM, so as to further develop & refine
these messages, working together
 Special messages about levees and dams: see the
materials we have presented on those situations
 Special messages about Community Developmentwe have several in the Legal Workshops
 So, will YOU work on some?
 OK?

Part III
 Resources
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Get Ready to Take Advantage of the
Opportunity Presented by any Crisis To
Discuss A Safer Future for Our Nation
and the World
 Patchwork Quilt White Paper of Available Pre and Post

Disaster Funding

Some Other Available Tools:





FEMA Risk MAP Products
NOAA Digital Coast
StormSmart Coasts Products and Web-Based Information
CCAP websites:
http://www.ccap.org/index.php?component=programs&id=52

 Georgetown Climate Center
 http://www.georgetownclimate.org/
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Available on Both NHMA & StormSmart
Coast Website

Patchwork Quilt:
A Creative Strategy
for
Safe Post-Disaster
Rebuilding
Special Edition for:
ASFPM
November 2011

Exceptional
Book
Available on Amazon

A must read, must
have for your library, if
you care about floods,
or climate variability

WHAT CAUSES Inland FLOODING?
Improper & Badly Designed Alteration of
the Landscape

USDA Soil Conservation Service 1986 Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds

Page extract from the Watson & Adams book
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WHAT CAUSES Inland FLOODING?
Changes in precipitation patterns

Page extract from the Watson & Adams book
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Some Resources To Help You Know What You
Are Talking About

https://www.meted.ucar.edu/training_module.php?id=890
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Recommended Reading:
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Definitely Worth a Look
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There is a Significant Role for the Planning
Community in this Important Publication
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Planning is Stressed Throughout the
Disaster Recovery Framework-A Huge Step
Forward for Planners
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Presidential Policy Directive 8 (PPD-8)
 Issued by President Obama in March 2011
 Implementation planning and documentation





development underway
PPD-8 involves the nation’s preparedness for managing
catastrophic results from natural or human caused events
Includes significant planning and hazard mitigation
elements
Definitely many opportunities for additional input
Additional input from grass-roots planners much needed
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Summary
 Fundamentally our society must choose either: Better standards to

protect resources and people
or
Standards which inevitably will result in destruction and
litigation

We Need To Make Allies and Friends
To Get Our Message Across
All of us can and should play a key role in planning a safe
and sustainable future
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Contact Information:
Natural Hazard Mitigation Association
616 Solomon Drive
Covington, Louisiana 70433
504-914-6648
nathazma@gmail.com

 www.nhma.info
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Questions
Comments?

THANKS!

edwathomas@aol.com
617-515-3849
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